I Call Forth Beloved Chohan Serapis Bey to continue with our Discourse. Bless You.
Good day Dear Souls, I Am here and ready to continue where we left off yesterday. Today I am
going to tell you something that potentially will sit you on your humanness, for the thought of such
things from a human perspective, really does not compute. However, sometimes the Truth is hard to
chew and it can take some time before the reality of such Truth comes to bare!
This is a time for Truth and sometimes Truth is not popular, just like the Christ Letters. What I
am about to share may create a great deal of resistance. But nevertheless, I am asking you Peter, to
follow My Lead, and Trust what I am going to say and then share it, with due diligence.
I wish to set a scene, with regards to the aspect of nuclear fission, which has led to the result of
where it is today. It is all now part of the history of the planet, that began with Albert Einstein’s
discovery of his work around the famous equation E=mc2 in 1902. History will tell you of all of
Albert Einstein’s discoveries, but what it does not tell you, is what laid behind his discovery for the
splitting of the atom, that resulted with the manufacture of the first atomic bomb within the
framework of the Manhattan Project established in the USA in 1942.
The decision to manufacture a nuclear bomb of this magnitude of releasing such enormous levels of
energy, that would destroy vast amounts of property, was made as a result of the attack on Pearl
Harbor in 1941. In July of 1945, the first test was carried out and then as it was successful, the first
bomb dropped upon human beings was at Hiroshima in August, followed by the one in Nagasaki.
In the time of Albert Einstein, a very old soul with an incredible mind for quantum theories, he had
displayed through his theorizing relativity and was making huge advances in statistical mechanics.
Some of his achievements had already produced the Photon Theory of Light, the establishment of mass
energy concepts and all were upholding Unified Field theories. He sought those aspects of Natural
Laws and the Principles he discovered reflected stability and potentiality for very powerful
contributions to mankind.
Before I tell you the next part of this story, you must understand that the discovery of the splitting
of the atom through the equation E=mc2 could not have happened without the Direct Permission
from the Karmic Board of Directors. This was, like all world events within an Evolving Planetary
System, to save unnecessary and potentially prevent long term effects that could turn the tides of
another Evolutionary Plan to fail.
Already within this Universe, atomic weaponry had led to the destruction of Planet Maldek, which
Shekinah discussed in His Address in the first round of the EGA Discourses, and so there was great
concern and deliberation by the Board to Protect an event that they could foresee from their positions
of Their ‘All Seeing Eyes’ from happening again! There was a choice that had to be made; to allow
humanity to play out their own evolution or intervene and offering a sliding door situation that could
turn out for the better rather than the worst. Even though initially the result would be seen as a
catastrophe that would kill thousands upon thousands of innocent lives.
The Second World War for America was a time in their history that was a ‘dark night’ for this
country. At the time, America was in a position of being totally overthrown by the then world powers,

being Germany and Japan. Had America been overthrown, then the whole Divine Plan could have
fallen into deeper world chaos and disarray, setting a whole new paradigm of world problems to
overcome. The Evolutionary Plan for Humanity and Mother Earth, did not have that time available to
allow that potential here. A balancing event, had to be found to prevent Germany and Japan not to
conquer the USA, which have led to Canada and South America as well.
It was the attack on Pearl Harbor that turned the tides against America and this warranted some
drastic actions which the Karmic Board of Directors had to deliberate upon for the Greatest Good of
All Concerned.
And so, in accordance with Universal Law and the Principles of the 4th Ray, Harmony through
Conflict, the decision was made to allow Albert Einstein to set the wheels in motion for such a weapon
to be eventually made manifest for use against the aggressors of that future time. Even though further
devastating potentials could occur as a result. Of course, Albert knew nothing of why he discovered the
Equation that never entered his consciousness. To him, it was just a natural progression of his work to
date!
The choice to introduce this potential was one made between the reality of two evils! America
being overthrown and losing its Power and Position as the future New JerUSAlem in the overall Divine
Plan, or that of the further development and use of atomic power against other world nations in any
further possibilities of acts of war!
No Hierarch, especially the Karmic Board of Directors, are for war, or destruction or loss of life.
However, there is also that side of God’s Creations that through Divine Universal Laws state, that
Freedom is a God Given Right and so from time to time it necessitates actions that secures God’s
Freedom. This Law was shared when Jesus said, “and fear not them who kill the body, but are not able

to kill the soul. But rather fear the one who can destroy both body and soul in hell”.
So in the Judication of the Karmic Board of Directors, it was decided that it was necessary to allow
such loss of life that did not lose the soul! Rather than having the mass loss of life and Spirit of a
Nation that would also lose its Soul.
In this case, The Board was hopeful as best They could be, that humanity of all nations would use
nuclear power through fission for peaceful means, and not to harm, pollute or store the nuclear wastes,
that would create cataclysmic situations in the future.
There you have it, a tall story indeed, but one that allows you all to see the bigger picture so as to
make choices within your own lives based on a more Expansive Consciousness.
Well, there are always free will choices within humanity, and that is Law here on Earth also. So
mankind has not altogether acted out of benevolence with use of nuclear fission, nuclear waste disposal
and has indeed gone against many Laws of God Love by producing weapons of mass destruction, and
using it for elite individuals and small groups for massive profits. They have used it for control,
manipulation and evil intentions against mankind.
Here We are with this result that We all, both Hierarch and human beings have been working
toward to find the solutions and resolutions for balancing all such negative mis-creations. A lesser evil
perhaps, but one that was made under very careful with due diligent deliberation within Our Christ
Councils.

Can you see a little more of the connections to the Proposals that have been outlined within the
Divine Plan of the Elemental Grace Alliance? The cleanup of nuclear waste was not on the list, but it IS
now!
Okay, I have offered you this opportunity to see one version of the story, now I wish to take
another view and place it before you! The first was created by the permission through Higher
Knowledge of the Karmic Board, who used Their Influence with Direct Implementation.
Now I wish to offer another, where humanity has, through ignorance and arrogance set in motion
their own Wheels of Karma that shall be answerable to the Karma Board in due course.

This time it shall be the permissions of Human Souls, given to themselves, through their Higher
Awareness and I Am Presence, that will allow them to use their own God Given Powers of Influence
and then Implement them into Love In Action.
The radioactive spills all over the world are all about the direct consequences by the wrong use. The
control, fear induction, malicious intentions, incorrect storage and disposals of nuclear waste, and the
generation and detonation of nuclear weaponry by industry, commerce and governments who
administrate, dominate, preside over, regulate and control such manufacturing, distribution and use of
the many types of nuclear based devices and installations.
There is grave karma coming to those who have been involved in the destruction of life, all life,
human, animal, marine life and the contaminations of all the elementals of air, water, earth and fire.
Not just in the past and present, but that of the future times to come. It is about the destructions, the
illnesses, the disabilities, the deformations of life streams, and the physical, mental, emotional and
spiritual hardships, caused by those whom have induced such things.
The karma aspect is none of your business and does not involve you. Your Responsibilities, as
shared yesterday, are Solely to use your Powers of God Influence through Divine Consciousness, to
clean up and remove those present aspects of nuclear fission that have caused the release and
outpourings of nuclear radioactive waste around the world, not just the one at Fukushima. I mentioned
yesterday, Chernobyl, the radioactive dumps all over the world in landfills, and those dumped at sea,
both known and unknown. I mentioned nuclear weapons used in the past and those deployed around
the world ready for use again now, inclusive of those arsenals of deadly explosive devices. I mentioned
those that are being detonated every day somewhere within the world! So now you have your target
Visions.
I also mentioned that I would tell you about how the Elemental Kingdoms are coping due to all
nuclear activities. Now I am going to address this issue.
The Elemental, Devas and Angelic Host Kingdoms are suffering like you could not imagine. They
are powerless to help themselves and so they suffer through the same sorts of pain, anguish, torture,
disfiguration, distortions, loss of life, like humans do! It is one of the greatest tragedies, catastrophes
and misfortunes within human evolution. You have heard all about it through the Discourses of the
Elemental Grace Alliance.
The Elohim, Hierarch, Masters, Archangels and so many Beings of Love and Light do all They can
with the Powers They have to try and bring into balance these devastating conditions to these
situations. But Our Hands are tied due to the Charters and Decrees that apply here on Earth!

In saying that however, there is always a backup Plan that is put in place by the Prime Creator that
will naturally bring about balance. That is where the Elementals of Air, Water Fire and Earth come
into play! Beloved Kuan Shi Yin has explained all this in detail in Her Discourse in the EGA, so I will
not go into this aspect further, other than to say this!
Due to mankind’s negative thought projections and mis-creations and the devastating results of all
of these things, the only way they can be brought back into a relative balanced state is to create those
things you know as earthquakes, volcanoes, tsunamis, landslides, floods, droughts, famines, plagues of
pests, disease, illness etc. These things break down and halt humanity from going to far without having
the opportunities to stop and reconsider their thoughts and actions.
Yes, there are thousands who lose their lives and are maimed and hurt physically, mentally and
emotionally in these profound activities. Many that are just innocent victims of these events but there
are many who are paying for karmic debts.
Harmony through Conflict, but it is not the Elementals who are reacting in retaliation, but simply
following their Divine Design. They see what is out of balance and in accordance to Their Charters, it
is simply in or out of balance. If not they respond rather than react.
So the Fukushima Reactor situation was an accident that has caused such a disaster with the leaking
radioactivity. However, there is an element of negligence and arrogance on behalf of the Japanese who
built such a dangerous installation over an earthquake zone. There are many in the world and I tell you
the dangers of such nuclear plants are one of the major concerns We have for the earth. 450 nuclear
plants exist today with another 60 planned or presently under construction. These are no longer
required by humanity, for the technologies now upon the earth could eliminate all such dangers. We
are unanimously in agreement that all nuclear power plants should be de-commissioned as soon as
possible.
But there are those in power within humanity who just do not listen, and even though they think
they know better, money and power are their driving incentives. But this is changing as the new
generations of Dear Souls are coming in! Meanwhile there is work to be done to safe guard what We
can and that means calling forth all the New World Servers who can help in the quickest times
possible.
Dear Souls, I have shared enough and now place the Wheels of Change in Your Hearts and Hands.
It has been My Joy to speak with each of you and Know that I Am Listening to every word and aware
of every Heart Action that you take. Call on Me any time and I will Come.
Thank you for your time to listen to all that I have offered you here, there is much to ponder and
even more to expand upon, if you make the efforts to look deeper!
I Am Chohan Serapis Bey at your Service.
And so it is!

